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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background Of Research 

Tourism is an industry in which there are components called 4A, namely 

tourist attractions, accessibility, amenities, and ancillary services (Cooper, et 

al., 1995). Of the four components, the expenditure is quite carried out by 

tourists in terms of facilities related to the purchase of food and beverage. The 

Tourism Office and the Regional Tourism Promotion Agency of Jakarta 

believe; the target of 3 million tourist visits in 2016 was exceeded. 

The island of Bali as a tourist destination has indeed been known for a 

long time by domestic and foreign tourists. Bali offers value high on natural, 

cultural, and spiritual elements inherent. Attractiveness tourism in Bali has also 

won the hearts of tourists through various kinds of dances, culinary diversity, 

and cultural ritual celebrations held regularly every year. Bali offers potential 

products tours that include cultural tourism, nature tourism, marine tourism and 

city tourism. This tropical climate in Bali is located in the cental part of 

Indonesia and occupies an area of 5.636,66 hectares or about 0,29% of total area 

of Indonesia (Suryana, 2012). 

Bali is also famous for its diverse ethnic souvenirs, many of which sell 

souvenirs of various Balinese souvenirs on the beach and the center of souvenirs 

such as Krishna. Balinese specialties are also known to be delicious like Ayam 

Betutu. In addition there are also snacks that are favored by tourists, namely Pia 

Legong. There are three processed products offered by Pia Legong, the first is 
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mung bean-filled pie. The second one is chocolate-filled pie. And the third one 

is cheese-filled pie. To buy Pia Legong, we cannot just go directly to the shop. 

We must make a reservation first via telephone or e-mail to ensure we get the 

pia. 

Jakarta is a metropolitan city, so that it can affect the characteristics of 

how to travel. Based on the results of research conducted by Nurbaeti et al. 

(2016), attractions can be classified into several categories, namely natural, 

cultural, and man-made attractions. Markoski, et al. (2012) states that the 

characteristics of the population of a region are influenced by geography and 

the level of the economy. The most important example is that residents who are 

accustomed to the temperature and urban conditions will prefer to travel in 

mountainous areas or the ocean that are far from the hustle and bustle of the 

urban atmosphere, such as Bali, Lombok, or other regions. In addition, tourists 

from Jakarta are synonymous with a much better economy, so that it affects 

consumption power. According to the journal examined by Dobbs et al. (2012), 

urban residents often spend their money to fulfil a lifestyle that is classified as 

luxurious, by traveling to expensive places and using hotel facilities that have 

high prices, as well as consumption power or the nature of a large shopping. 

This can affect the level of urban tourists in spending their tourism funds on 

souvenirs and vehicles that have quite expensive tariffs. If assumed, this can be 

reviewed against tourists from Jakarta who visit the island of Gods, or Bali. 

They often use luxurious hotels and also try extreme vehicles that require 

expensive rates, such as snorkelling, diving boards, surfing, or other rides that 

they do not have in urban areas. In terms of enthusiasm, Jakarta tourists have 
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quite high tastes in lighting, so some of them prefer to eat at hotels and in 

expensive restaurants to maintain the hygiene level of the food they consume. 

This research has done a preliminary research by asking 25 people from 

Jakarta who have gone to Bali before. 92% of them confirm that they know and 

buy Pia Legong as souvenir. This proves that Pia Legong has a good brand 

image and brand awareness so that it can survive even in expansion outside the 

region and among the tourists from Jakarta. 

According to Pfoertsch & Kotler (2010), Brand Awareness is the ability 

of a consumer to identify a brand (both know and remember) with a certain 

detail (symbols, sounds, images, etc.) in making a purchase. Brand awareness 

does not require a consumer to remember the name of a brand, but only to 

remember the small details of a brand, for example in the form of symbols, 

sounds, colors and so on. Brand awareness plays a role in influencing consumer 

purchasing decisions. Consumers will choose a product that is better known 

than buying a product that they have never known at all. In addition, since Pia 

Legong is categorized as a food, this research use the dimension of food 

souvenirs (quality, taste, etc) as factors influencing the tourists to buy Pia 

Legong. 

Based on the explanation, there is something that can be concluded, if one 

that influences Pia Legong is more desirable by the tourists even though they 

are not in Bali because Pia Legong products have a good brand image and brand 

awareness for tourists so Pia Legong is able to expand and survive in the 

culinary market even though it is not in its own area (Bali). Therefore, 

researchers are interested in conducting research on "Why We Buy What We 
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Buy (Factors Influencing The Tourists from Jakarta Buying Pia Legong from 

Bali)". 

The objective of this research is to investigate factors that influencing the 

tourits from Jakarta to buy Pia Legong. The information from this research can 

be a beneficial insights for the tourism industry in Bali in making a strategy for 

increasing tourist expenditure, from the souvenirs sector. 

B. Research Limitation 

The limitation of this study is only researching about the not typical 

souvenirs effect of Bali on Tourists from Jakarta. This research is only done on 

consumers of Pia Legong. The research method uses quantitative methods and 

primary data in the form of questionnaires and observations. With research 

variables including: brand image, brand awareness, food souvenir dimension 

and purchase decision. 

C. The Research Questions 

The questions of this research that would be achieved based on the 

identification problems are as the following: 

1. Does brand image influence the decision of tourists from Jakarta to buy Pia 

Legong? 

2. Does brand awareness influence the decision of tourists from Jakarta to buy 

Pia Legong? 

3. Does the dimension of Pia Legong as souvenir influence the decision of 

tourists from Jakarta to buy Pia Legong? 
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D. The Research Objectives 

The objectives of this research that would be achieved based on the 

identification problems are as the following: 

1. To find out the influence of souvenirs that are not typical of Bali towards 

tourists from Jakarta. 

2. To measure brand image influence tourists from Jakarta to buy Pia Legong. 

3. To measure brand awareness influence tourists from Jakarta to buy Pia 

Legong. 

E. Hypothesis 

H1: There is an influence between brand image of purchase decision. 

H2: There is an influence between brand awareness of purchase decision. 

H3: There is an influence between food souvenir dimension of purchase 

decision. 

F. The Contribution Of Research 

The contribution of research explains the expected contribution from the 

result of research, such as: 

1. This research is expected to be a reference for related parties in marketing 

regional products. 

2. This research is expected to be a reference for future researchers or similar 

research. 
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G. Organization Of The Research Report 

This research consists of five chapters. Hereby the breakdown of the 

research: 

CHAPTER I  INTRODUCTION  

This chapter describes background of research, 

research limitation, research objectives, the research 

contribution, and organization of the research report. 

CHAPTER II  LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter describes theoretical foundation, 

theoretical finding which relevant to the previous 

research, theoretical framework, and hypothesis. 

CHAPTER III   RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes overview of research object, 

Research Plan, determination of sample 

(respondent), data collection instrument, 

measurement variable, and data analysis method. 

CHAPTER IV   RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter describes result and discussion. 

CHAPTER V   CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter describes conclusion and suggestion or 

recommendation as an input for future possible 

researches that use similar topic. 

  


